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An experiment for comparing indirect and direct calorimetry methods
of measuring heat production was undertaken in an environmental
chamberhaving aventilation system typical ofthose found incommer
cial-scale animal housing. Thischamber simulated a broiler house that
housed between 175and400marketweightbroilersandexchanged air
at rates that ranged from cold weather to warm weather ventilation
rates (0.28 to3.14 L/s perbird). Combusted propane simulated energy
production ofbroilers inthe chamber. Heat production was measured
directly from the difference ofenergy entering and exhausting from the
chamber and measuring theheat flux across thestructural shell. Indi
rectly, heat production was calculated from the carbon dioxide
produced and from the oxygen consumed. These calorimetric data
were compared to the energy content of the propane used. The treat
ments considered ventilation rates of 110, 310, and 550 L/s and
propane consumption atrates of2660,4920, and 6520 W. There were
no significant differences between indirect and direct heat production
values for the three ventilation rates, which indicates that indirect
calorimetry isa feasible alternative todirect whole-house calorimetry.

Les methodes de calorimetrie directe et indirecte pour mesurer la
production de chaleur etaient comparees dans une experience faite
dansune chambrede renvironnement avec un systemede ventilation,
typique deceux trouves dans une grange d'echelle commerciale. Cette
chambre a simulee unpoulailler qui logeentire 175et 400poulets aux
rotirs depoids du marche etechangeait Tair aux debits qui s'etends de
les debits deventilation pourles temps froids auxtemps chauds (0.28
a3.14 L/s per volaille). Lepropane brule asimule l'energie produit par
les poulets aux rotirs dans lachambre. La production de lachaleur a
etemesurer directement parla difference entire l'energie quientrait et
sortait la chambre et par mesurer le flux de chaleur en travers la
structure de la chambre. La production de chaleur etaitcalculee in-
directement parTacide carbonique produit et parToxygene consume.
Les resultats calorimetriques etaient compares a la contenance de
l'energie dupropane utilise. Les traitements ontconsidered les debits
de ventilation de 110, 310 et 550 L/s et le consommation du propane
aux debits de 2660, 4920 et 6520 W. II n'y avait aucune difference
significative entire les resultats de la production dechaleur directe et
indirecte pour les trois debits de ventilation, qui indique que la
calorimetrie indirecte et une alternative faisable de la calorimetrie
directe de maison entiere.

INTRODUCTION

Reliable heat production data are critical to the design of
livestock housing. In animalbio-energetic investigations, it is
necessary to measure energy metabolism of the animal by
examining heat production. Environmental control systems
and livestock building design require accurate knowledge of
sensible and latent heat production from livestock so that the
structure and the control system within will produce an envi
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ronment that is comfortable and conducive to optimum live
stock production.

Calorimetric data obtained in laboratories for many types of
livestock are readily available for designing housing. These
heat production rates were measured either directly or indi
rectly. However, heatproduction rates from commercial-scale
livestock buildings may be different from those measured
under laboratory conditions. Therefore, studies must beunder
taken on a whole-house basis as well as in laboratories using
both direct and indirect calorimetry.

The purpose of this project was to:

1. Simulate heat production usingpropaneburners.
2. Compare the direct and indirect measurements ofheat

production.

Laboratory studies comparing indirect and direct calorime
try have shown the two methods to be comparable. Armsby
and Moulton (1925) used a respiration calorimeter tostudy the
energy metabolism ofcattle. This study obtained anagreement
within 1% between direct and indirect calorimetry. However
no comparison has ever been carried out under commercial-
scale conditions. The indirect calorimetric method is simpler
in that it requires less instrumentation and it measures the
products of metabolism directly.

Direct whole-house calorimetry

Whole-house calorimetry is basedon directcalorimetry prin
ciples in which heat production is calculated from the
difference in temperature and moisture of air entering and
leaving a building. The general equation for direct whole-
house calorimetry is:

Building Ventilation _ Supplemental
heat loss heat loss heating rate (1)

Heatproduction rate =

Themeasured quantities in the heatbalance are heatlosses
through the building structure and theventilation system, and
the supplemental heat added to the building. By difference
livestock heat production is calculated. In whole-house mea
surements, building heat losses are calculated by measuring
the heat fluxacross the buildingcomponents.This is measured
either byusing heat-flux plates or bycalculating theheat flux
from the estimated thermal resistance of the building compo
nents. Bycalculating theenergy change in theairentering and
leaving a building as well as theair-flow rate,ventilation heat
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losses may be calculated. Dry-bulb temperatures and
dewpoints are required to calculate the sensible and latent
energy contentof theair.Supplemental heatgainmust alsobe
quantified; for example, heat gain from hot water heating is
calculated by measuring the temperature difference between
the hot water and the barn as well as the flow rate within the
hot water system.

Indirect calorimetry

There are two indirect calorimetric methods for measuring
heat production of animals. The first requires respiratory ex
change data and the second relies on energy balance
determination combined with carcass analysis. Most animal
metabolic experiments use respiratory calorimetry which in
volves simultaneous measurements of oxygen (02)
consumption and carbon dioxide (CO2) and urine production.
General procedures have beenestablished (Kleiber 1961). In
direct calorimetry is based on the theory that when a food
substrateis oxidized energy is produced, O2 is consumedand
CO2 is produced. The ratio of COi produced to 02 consumed
isknown as the respiratory quotient (RQ). Different types of
foodstuffs have different RQ's, for example carbohydrates
have a RQ of 1while fats have RQ of0.7. Ageneral formula
forthecalculation ofheatproduction inmammals was derived
by Brouwer (1965):

HP = 16.19 02 + 5.02 C02 - 2.17 CH4- 5.99 N
where:

HP = heat production (kW),
02 = oxygen consumption (L/s) @ STP,
C02= carbon dioxide production (L/s) @STP,
C7/4 = methane production (L/s) @ STP, and
N = urinary nitrogen produced (g).'

(2)

For indirectcalorimetry on a whole-house basistheconcen
trations of 02, C02 and CH4 must be measured inside and
outside the barn. Ifprotein metabolism isabsent, only a0.6%
errorresults (Romijn andLokhurst 1964).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT
Three different heat production rates 2660 W, 4920 W, and
6520 Wwere simulated by one, two orthree propane burners.
For every 44 grams (one mole) of propane combusted, 160
grams (5 moles) of02are consumed and 132 grams ofC02 (3
moles) and 2200 kJ of heat energy areproduced. This results
in a RQ value of0.6 (3 moles ofC02/5 moles ofO2).

By measuring the mass of02consumed orC02 produced,
heat production can be determined. The quantity ofpropane
burned over a period of time was measured byan electronic
scale. Thus heat production was measured by calculating the
02 consumption, the C02 production, by direct whole-house
calorimetry andby the mass of propane burned.

The heaters were placed in an environmental chamber
described byLeonard and McQuitty (1984). Each heat produc
tion rate was measured at three different ventilation rates, 110,
310 and 550 L/s. Inlet and exhaustair were sampled alternately
on a four minute basis by a programmed automatic sequence
sampler (Feddes and McQuitty 1977). The air samples were
directedtoa dewpointhygrometer, and toa carbondioxideand
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oxygen analyzer.
Moisture content was calculated from the dewpoint which

was measured with a cooling mirror dewpoint hygrometer
(Model 880, Cambridge Systems, Cambridge, MA). Carbon
dioxide content was analysed utilising a non-dispersive infra
red gas analyser (Model 315A, Beckman, Fullerton, CA).
Oxygen content was measured using a paramagnetic oxygen
analyser (Model 540A, Servomex, Sussex, England). This
device measured the relative magnetic susceptibility of the
sampleand related this to oxygen content. Oxygen analysers
are sensitiveto moisture interference; therefore the dewpoint
of thesample wasalsoused tocorrectthe O2 analysis toa dry
basis.

Temperatures were measured using thermistors (Fenwall
Electronics, Framingham, MA). These were placed at three
evenly spaced locations along the longitudinal axis of the
chamber andat theexhaust fan.Airspeedratesweremeasured
usinga hot wireanemometer (ModelTA3000,Airflow Devel
opments Ltd.,HighWycombe, England). Theair flowratewas
based ona twenty five pointair speed profile neartheendofa
duct located downstream from the fan. The average velocity
was then multiplied by the duct area to obtain air flow rate.
Mass airflow rates were based on 25°C and 101.3 kPa. Since
Eq. 2 is based on STP conditions (0°C and 101.3 kPa), the
mass air flow rates were adjusted accordingly. All data were
recorded every four minutes on an IBM-PC. The duration of
each run was three hours.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Heat production data were averaged over a three hour period
once the inside temperature stabilized. An analysis ofvariance
(Latin square configuration) indicated there were no signifi
cant differences among treatments and ventilation rates (P<
0.01). Only the mean heat production values for the three
burners were different, as was expected. Thedeviations of the
direct from the two indirect values are presented in Table I
along with the deviations between the theoretical values (esti
mated from propane use) and the calorimetric values. The
standard errorabout themeans forone, two, and three burners
was overall 21, 24, and 101 W, respectively (Table 1). The
overall deviation for the ninerunsbetween directand indirect
was 4.2% with a 1.7% deviation among the different produc
tion rates and 2% among the different ventilation rates. This
showed that the two methods were comparable over a wide
range of conditions. Outside temperatures ranged from 14°C
to 19°C, while interior temperatures ranged from 27°C for the
lowest production rate with the highest ventilation, to38°C for
three burners with lowest ventilation. Respiratory quotient
varied from 0.55 to0.64 with anaverage of0.6, which was the
theoretical value. Because ofthis itwould have been expected
that the heat values be close to theoretical. The maximum
deviation amongst the means when including the propane
consumption was 3.6%. Inside and outside O2 concentration
differences ranged from 450 ppm for the highest ventilation
and lowest heat production rate to 2600 ppm for the lowest
ventilationand highest heat production rate. The difference in
CO2 concentrations between the chamber and outside air
ranged from 300 ppm for the highest ventilation and lowest
production rate to1700 ppm for lowest ventilation and highest
productionrate. The CO2 and O2 concentration differences are
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typical of those found in commercial-scale animal housing
suggesting that indirect calorimetry can be used for animal
housing. Figure 1 shows that neither heat productionrates nor
ventilation rates affected the agreement between the three
experimental methods, i.e., indirect (02 and CO2) and direct
calorimetry.

This study has significant implications for experimental
determination of heat production in physical models with or
without animals. Indirect and direct calorimetry could be used
in controlled chambers to calibrate different types of gas heat
ers for use in model studies in which animal heat production is
simulated by heaters.

Table I. Heat production measured for different
ventilation and propane usage rates.
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Theoreticaland experimental heat productionrates
measured at different ventilation rates for one, two
or three propane burners.CONCLUSIONS

Asa resultof this studythe following conclusions are drawn:

1. No statistical differences were found among the direct
and indirectcalorimetricheat productionrates and the theoret
ical heat production rates calculated from the measured
propane consumption. The treatments were three ventilation
rates (110, 310 and 550 L/s) for three rates of propane con
sumption (2660,4920 and 6500W).

2. Mean overall deviation between the direct and indirect
calorimetric methods was 2% (Maximum deviation was
4.2%).

3. The mean RQ value for all runs was 0.6 indicating that
CO2 and O2 measurements were reliable (range 0.55 to 0.64).

4. Indirect calorimetry can be used in commercial-scale
animal housing.
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